
WELCOME

1 PIONEER IN SECURITY
INTEGRATION
Embrace innovation and
excellence with Argus ESSPL,
India's premier Electronic
Security System Integration
Company.

2 HOLISTIC SECURITY
SOLUTIONS

Step into a realm of
cutting-edge security
solutions, addressing
diverse needs and
ensuring comprehensive
protection for your assets.

3 PROVEN INDUSTRY
EXPERTISE
Trust a brand with over two
decades of experience,
demonstrating remarkable
growth, and a commitment to
being a market leader.

4 NATIONWIDE REACH,
LOCAL EXPERTISE:
Experience the convenience of
widespread availability, backed by
a network of skilled engineers in
major cities, guaranteeing prompt
service delivery.

5 YOUR SECURITY, OUR
COMMITMENT
At Argus ESSPL, we secure what
you value the most, blending
technology, reliability, and
sustainability for a safer and
smarter future.

“We secure what you value
the most"
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ABOUT ARGUS:
With a legacy of excellence spanning
over 24 years, Argus has emerged as
a beacon of reliability and
innovation in the realm of electronic
security. Our journey is defined by a
relentless pursuit of excellence,
ensuring that businesses and
individuals experience security
without compromise.
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“WE SECURE WHAT YOU
VALUE THE MOST"

At Argus esspl , our tagline "We secure what you
value the most" encapsulates our core
commitment to safeguarding what matters
most to you. Whether it's your business, data, or
peace of mind, our tailored security solutions
are designed with your unique priorities in mind.

ARGUS PREMIER
SECURITY
INTEGRATION

At Argus, we take pride in our position as
India's premier Electronic Security System
Integration Company. Argus sets the
standard for excellence in security
integration, ensuring our clients benefit from
the most innovative and effective solutions
available. 
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ARGUS DIVERSE
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO:
From cutting-edge Fire Alarm & Detection
Systems to sophisticated Access Control
and Monitoring solutions ,CCTV and
Intrusion Detection Systems, our offerings
cater to the unique demands of different
industries.

ELEVATING SECURITY
WITH ARGUS

INTRODUCTION:



OUR CORE SERVICES 

INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC
SECURITY SOLUTIONS
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ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS

CENTRALIZED
MONITORING STATION
(CMS)

ELECTRICITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

INTRUSION DETECTION
SYSTEMS

FIRE ALARM &
DETECTION SYSTEMS

COMPREHENSIVE
BUILDING MANAGEMENT

From robust access control systems
to comprehensive CCTV
surveillance, we ensure a seamless,
interconnected approach to
safeguarding your premises

Tailored solutions to restrict
unauthorized access and track
movements seamlessly.

Experience the power of
centralized surveillance with our
CMS. Ensuring rapid response and
24/7 monitoring, Argus
consolidates security
management for heightened
efficiency.

Promote sustainability and
significant cost savings with our
advanced electricity management
systems. Argus not only secures your
premises but also ensures
responsible energy consumption,
aligning with eco-friendly practices.

Stay one step ahead of potential
threats with our intrusion
detection systems. Real-time
alerts and swift responses to
unauthorized access attempts
define the core of our intrusion
detection services.

Cutting-edge technology to detect
and respond to fire hazards
promptly.

Elevate your facility
management with our
integrated building
management system
(IBMS)

www.argusssecure.com
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WHAT IS IT?

WHY IS IT
BENEFICIAL?

15%

Seamless Integration

Cost Efficiency

Operational Savings

Predictable Budgets

ELECTRICITY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM BY ARGUS: 

Unlock Savings up to 15%

Our Electricity Management System
revolutionizes the way you
approach energy consumption,
offering the potential to save up to
30% on your current electricity
expenditures.

Data Analysis and Insights:
Analyze collected data to
identify patterns, peak
usage times, and areas for
improvement.

Smart Metering Technology:
Implement advanced smart
metering technology to
monitor real-time energy
usage.

Comprehensive Energy Audit:
Our experts conduct a thorough
energy audit to understand your
current consumption patterns.

Establish predictable monthly
budgets, minimize the impact of
unpredictable spikes, and
seamlessly integrate the system
with your existing infrastructure.

Enjoy significant cost
savings of up to 30%,
ensuring a direct impact on
operational expenses.

Effortlessly
integrates with your
existing
infrastructure

Reduce operational
costs by optimizing
electricity
consumption

Cut down on
electricity bills,
contributing to
overall operational
savings.

Eliminate
unexpected spikes
in electricity costs.



RENTAL &
FINANCE

OUTRIGHT
PURCHASE

Benefits of
OPEX Module
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For the first time in India, ARGUS ESSPL has
introduced a new concept wherein we offer our
burglar alarm system & CCTV for your braches on a
“Monthly Service Basis”.

Types

Duration of payouts

TERM
The term component of the payout
structure ensures that clients have a clear
understanding of the duration over which
monthly payments are made.

LIFE The life component ensures that clients
have a clear understanding of the
expected duration for which the security
systems are designed to operate optimally

Service Overview

Procurement MaintenanceInstallation

Predictable Monthly Costs:
Enjoy cost predictability for
budget planning

Financial Planning: Easier
financial planning with a
fixed monthly expenditure.

Affordability: Spread the
cost of security systems
over time.
Scalability: Adjust rental
charges based on scalability
needs.
Comprehensive Services: All
aspects of hardware, service
management, and electricity 

REVOLUTIONIZING SECURITY
WITH FINANCIAL EASE

Argus OPEX Module

24/7 Monitoring



01.  Centralized
Monitoring Station (CMS)
Argus ESSPL offers a state-of-the-art CMS,
ensuring centralized surveillance and rapid
response to security events.

02. Multi-Site Surveillance

Our CMS supports multi-site remote
monitoring, allowing businesses to
streamline security operations across various
locations seamlessly.

03. Real-Time Vigilance

Experience 24/7 monitoring services that
provide real-time insights, enhancing
situational awareness and swift decision-
making.

04.  Cutting-Edge Video
Analytics

Leveraging advanced video analytics, Argus
ESSPL's CMS goes beyond traditional
monitoring, providing intelligent insights for
proactive security measures.

Argus Centralized Monitoring Station (CMS) is not just
a security solution; it's a guarantee of rapid, efficient,
and comprehensive surveillance. With state-of-the-art
technology, 24/7 monitoring, and a dedicated team,
our CMS stands as the backbone of safeguarding your
assets. Trust in the power of centralized surveillance,
trust in Argus for a safer, smarter future.

CMS EXCELLENCE WITH
ARGUS ESSPL



Delhi
Chandigarh

Jaipur Kanpur
Indore

Ahmedabad
Kolkotta

Pune
Mumbai Nagpur

Bangalore 
Chennai

“We secure what you
value the most"

A R G U S S E C U R E . C O M

ATMs

India

Warehouses,
and Factories

Commercial
Buildings

Argus stands guard over ATMs,
ensuring a shield of protection for
these vital points in the financial
landscape.

Witness the trail of security solutions
that traverses the nation. Our services
are not confined by boundaries; instead,
they follow you wherever you are.
Explore the far-reaching arms of Argus,
committed to safeguarding every inch of
your surroundings.

Our expertise covers a
spectrum of commercial
buildings, ensuring a
secure environment
conducive to business
operations. 

Grown more than 50% over the last 3 years.
ARGUS has diversified product range catering to

various market needs.

Our security solutions
extend seamlessly to
these crucial points,
ensuring comprehensive
protection for your assets
and operations.



Our Prestigious
Clients 

And Many More...



THANK YOU 

“We secure what you
value the most"

 Find Us on Social Media:

Facebook: facebook.com/Argusesspl
Instagram: twitter.com/Argusessl

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/argusesspl

Website: www.argussecure.com

Contact Us:

Sales Inquiries: argus@argussecure.com
Customer Support: 022-50500510

Office Address:

Argus Chambers Premises, Plot No G-1, GUT
No. 796, MAFCO Rd, Sector 18, Vashi, Navi

Mumbai, Maharashtra 400707


